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From the Director
Since I last wrote to share news about
recent and upcoming events and developments at ANAMED, our community has
remained pleasantly busy with an array
of activities spread throughout the late
fall, winter, and early spring. It is hard to
believe that summer is almost upon us,
but our full schedule of activities has
made time fly.
Among a series of Friday “tea talks”
at ANAMED during which fellows and
members of the Istanbul academic community listened to short presentations
on recent research topics over tea and
snacks, ANAMED’s annual calendar was
punctuated by two repeating events. The
first was its 12th Annual International
Symposium, organized in late November
2017 with the title of “Spatial Webs:
Mapping Anatolian Pasts for Research
and the Public.” The symposium brought
together scholars engaged in creating
and using spatialized data resources for
research and web-based data presentation and sharing. Dr. Elton Barker of the
Open University, Pelagios Commons, and
the Hestia Project, kicked off the event
with a keynote lecture that expertly set
the stage for stimulating discussions over
two days of presentations that will be
published in a forthcoming volume. Publication of past annual symposia is moving
forward also with the planned release
later this year of Ivana Jevtić and Suzan
Yalman’s edited volume, SPOLIA REINCARNATED: Afterlives of Objects, Materials and
Spaces in Anatolia from Antiquity to the
Ottoman Era.
The second of ANAMED’s repeating
annual events was the Fellows’ Symposium in April. Seven sessions allowed fellows to present the preliminary results of
their research while at ANAMED, touching
on themes relating to environment, community, identity, conflict, and sovereignty,
from prehistoric landscapes to Ottoman
urban spaces. Additional events over the
course of the year resulted from ANAMED

collaborations with peer institutions.
Among other activities, a workshop in
December on “Publishing Archaeological
Data Online” was co-sponsored with the
Netherlands Institute in Turkey and the
Journal of Field Archaeology; a traveling
lecture in March by Dr. Neil Brodie on
the trafficking of Iraqi and Syrian cultural
heritage was co-sponsored with VEKAM;
and a symposium in April on “Anatolian
Landscapes: Inhabiting Western Anatolia
in Antiquity” was co-sponsored with IFEA,
DAI, SRII, and CNRS.
The ANAMED Gallery team has also
continued to move forward. After a long
and very popular gallery stint, the "Curious Case of Çatalhöyük" exhibit— along
with its companion digital installation
by Refik Anadol— has closed. Plans are
underway, however, for the main exhibit
to travel to Ankara, where a collaboration
between VEKAM and the Erimtan Archaeology and Arts Museum resulted in the
display of another past ANAMED exhibit
through March: “Scent and the City”.
By the time this newsletter reaches our readers, our latest main gallery
exhibition will have opened: “OTTOMAN
ARCADIA: The Hamidian Expedition to the
Land of Tribal Roots (1886)”. Curated by
Bahattin Öztuncay as well as Ahmet Ersoy
and Deniz Türker (current and future ANAMED fellows, respectively), the exhibition
features photographs from a set of three
albums in the Ömer M. Koç Collection
originally commissioned by Sultan Abdülhamid II to illustrate the roots of Ottoman
presence in Anatolia. The exhibition
is accompanied by a scholarly volume
edited by Bahattin Öztuncay and Özge
Ertem, OTTOMAN ARCADIA: The Hamidian
Expedition to the Land of Tribal Roots
(1886), with a Turkish version scheduled
to appear in Fall 2018.
Looking forward, we will soon
inaugurate ANAMED’s “Arched Gallery,”
[Continued on page 2]

Berkay Küçükbaşlar
I started to work as the head librarian
of ANAMED in November 2017. Being
a researcher/librarian, I am also a Ph.D.
student who previously worked as a
researcher on various academic projects
on the fields of 20th century economic
history and urban history. I strongly feel
that I am a part of ANAMED thanks to
the accelerated training and solidarity
that my colleagues gave me in a very
short time. I am particularly excited
and enthusiastic to be working in this
position as the library is being redefined
beyond the conventional terms. Within
the scope of the nourishing field of
digital humanities, libraries are gaining
importance as innovative research hubs
for the researchers.

Naz Uğurlu
After receiving an education outside
classical art, I finished my master’s in
Contemporary Art Theory. My research
generally focused on contemporary
artworks that criticized taboos and how
events affected the content of these
artworks in particular contexts. I joined
the ANAMED team three months ago, as
the Programs Assistant Specialist. Since
my first day at work, every day presents
a new opportunity to improve myself.
For this and many more reasons, I am
sincerely happy to be part of the team.
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UPCOM IN G EXH IBITION

[Continued from page 1]

one floor below the lobby. Curated by
ANAMED former fellow Livia Bevilacqua
and Giovanni Gasbarri, “Picturing a
Lost Empire: An Italian Lens on
Byzantine Art in Anatolia, 1960–2000”
celebrates the photographic recording
of Byzantine monuments by Italian
researchers from the Center for
Documentation of Byzantine Art
History at Sapienza University of Rome.
It will be accompanied by a scholarly
volume edited by the curators and
appearing in June.
Soon thereafter ANAMED’s current fellows will depart for their next
opportunities, our full slate of summer
programs begins and, before we know
it, we’ll be welcoming the new group
of 2018–2019 academic year fellows,
recently selected with thanks to the
ANAMED Advisory Board following a
competitive review process. Additionally, we are pleased to announce two
new fellowships for the 2018–2019
academic year. A joint fellowship with
the newly founded Koç University
Mustafa V. Koç Maritime Archaeology
Research Center (KUDAR) will support
one post-doctoral fellow. Additionally,
a new ANAMED initiative in Environmental Archaeology will support two
post-doctoral fellows to begin to develop institutional expertise, collaborate
with ongoing Koç University research
projects, and offer workshops and training programs in this important field
that offers significant opportunities
to enrich understandings of Anatolian
civilizations across all periods.
Finally, it is my pleasure to let you
know that we have recently welcomed
two new staff members to the ANAMED
community. ANAMED Head Librarian
Berkay Küçükbaşlar has begun to
manage the growing resources and
collaborations of our library adeptly,
while Assistant Specialist for Programs
Naz Uğurlu is helping coordinate the
increasing number of events and activities that occur at ANAMED throughout
the year. At your soonest opportunity,
please join me in welcoming them to
the ANAMED community.
Chris Roosevelt
ANAMED Director
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Picturing a Lost Empire:
An Italian Lens on Byzantine Art
in Anatolia, 1960–2000
1 June–31 December 2018
Curators: Livia Bevilacqua, Giovanni Gasbarri
Gallery Curator: Şeyda Çetin

This exhibition aims to shed new
light on the history of Byzantine
art historiography in Turkey by
focusing on the research carried
out by Italian scholars in the second
half of the twentieth century. With
the support of photographs and
archival material from the Center
for Documentation of Byzantine Art
History (CDSAB) of the Sapienza
University of Rome, “Picturing a
Lost Empire: An Italian Lens on Byz-

Church of St. Gregory of Tigran Honents, Ani, Kars
Photograph: T. Breccia Fratadocchi
1966–67 (CDSAB)

antine Art in Anatolia, 1960–2000”
will provide an original overview
of the role played by Italian art historians in the development of the
international scholarship on Byzantine art in Anatolia. This material,
gathered over the course of almost
fifty years, attests to the story of
monuments and artifacts that, in
many cases, have since been radically transformed and sometimes
even destroyed.

EXHIBITION

FELLOWSH IPS

OTTOMAN ARCADIA:

ANAMED
2018–2019
Academic
Year
Fellowships
selection
completed

The Hamidian Expedition to the Land of Tribal Roots (1886)
Ömer M. Koç Collection
10 May–30 September 2018
Curators: Bahattin Öztuncay, Ahmet Ersoy, Deniz Türker
Exhibition Design: Yeşim Demir Pröhl
Gallery Curator: Ebru Esra Satıcı

“OTTOMAN ARCADIA” focuses on three
volumes of photography albums from
an official expedition in 1886 commissioned by Sultan Abdülhamid II, which
were gifted to the German chancellor
Otto von Bismarck. The original photographs, bearing handwritten captions
in Ottoman Turkish and French, are
on display for the first time alongside
other photographs, albums, videos,
and books from various collections.
These photographs document dramatic landscapes, towns, and monuments of early Ottoman settlements
like the first capital of the Ottoman
Empire, Bursa; and Yenişehir, Söğüt,

Bozüyük. The native inhabitants of the
region–particularly the last remaining
members of the semi-nomadic Turkmen tribes (yörüks/yürüks)–are also
recorded in the albums. Through the
strong, persuasive capacity of photography, the exhibition reasserts foundational myths and authenticates the
remote tribal origins of the Ottoman
dynasty. Following the documentary
traces of the 1886 Expedition, “OTTOMAN ARCADIA” investigates the ways in
which the layered deposit of memories
attached to the land of Ottoman origins
was reclaimed through the agency of
photography.

The call for 2018–2019 ANAMED
Fellowships is now closed after
receiving applications from 67 different universities across the world.
Following the rather challenging
evaluation process, 26 fellowships
were granted to scholars to support
a number of projects in the Ottoman, Byzantine, Medieval, Classical
and Prehistoric disciplines.
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News from
the Library

After an extraordinary year, the library
continues to serve the researchers with
its newly renovated space and ever-expanding collection in 2018. In July and
August of 2017, valuable speeches given
by distinguished names in the field of
Ottoman historiography attracted a great
deal of attention. Right after these events,
the library was closed to its members
to undergo planned renovations. The

SUMMER PROGRAMS
During the summer season of 2018,
ANAMED will organize four summer
programs titled “Ottoman”, “Ancient
Languages of Anatolia”, “Cappadocia in
Context”, and “Byzantine Epigraphy”. The
“Ottoman” summer program will develop
students’ reading and comprehension
skills as well as expertise on a variety
of Ottoman sources including archival
documents, manuscripts, and epigraphic
material. “Ancient Languages of Anatolia”
is the only summer program that offers
a comprehensive introduction to the
Hittite and Akkadian languages, and
includes workshops on Luwian and
cuneiform epigraphy as well as guest
lectures. Opening after a two-year gap,
the "Cappadocia in Context" summer
program will explore ways of contextualizing the rich and cultural heritage of
Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Cappadocia on site, by combining guided visits
and thematic explorations with lectures
and seminar presentations. The summer
program in “Byzantine Epigraphy” will
provide an interactive platform for an
exchange of ideas among twenty leading
specialists exploring Byzantine inscriptional heritage, this time in Istanbul,
through daily seminars, evening lectures,
practical sessions, and guided visits to
Byzantine monuments.
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process lasted approximately two
months where shelving and workspaces
were expanded. Two of the most leading
collections in the fields of history and
archaeology were also added to our
shelves. TEBE (Turkish Archaeological
Institue) opened its collection to the
public; and the majority of ARIT-Istanbul
(American Research Institute in Turkey)
collection is now available to researchers. Thanks to these two valuable collections, researchers now have two more
valuable collections at their fingertips,
making research at the library all the
more efficient.
The renovated space was ready to
use in October 2017. On 24 November,
a small opening ceremony was held to
announce the inclusion of the ARIT and
TEBE collections. We are grateful to the
librarians and the support personnel

SYMPOSIUM

ANAMED Fellows’
Symposium
The 2017–2018 academic year at
ANAMED started with the “Fellows’
Introductory Talks” which was held at
Koç University’s main campus. After
seven months of intensive and productive research, scholars presented
their projects at the ANAMED Fellows’
Symposium.
The sessions were chaired by academics from Koç University and other
universities with sessions including:
“Reconstructing Prehistoric Lifeways:
Case Studies Applying Environmental
Archaeological Approaches; Containing
Multitudes: Community and Temporality at Çatalhöyük; Degrees of Difference: Anatolia and the Aegean in the First
and Second Millennia BCE; Interaction
and Confrontation: Tracing Socio-political Dynamics at the Corners of Anatolia
During the 11th-14th centuries; Unexpected Identities in the Background
of the Byzantine-Muslim Conflict in
Anatolia; Governing the Periphery:
Notables, Property, and Sovereignty
in the Ottoman 19th Century; and
Narratives, Archival Traces and the
Late Ottoman Urban Space.”

LI B R ARY
from Koç University’s Suna Kıraç Library,
who managed the transition process with
great devotion. We are also grateful to
the library of the Netherlands Research
Institute (NIT), which continued to offer
their services without interruption.
Thanks to them, researchers could continue their work throughout the summer.
Until today, 2018 has proven to be
a year of new beginnings for the library.
Associations are expanding and new
project ideas are arising such as those
based on the already-functioning BiblioPera: Beyoğlu Research Centers Network.
As the initiator and prime coordinator
of this network, the ANAMED Library
worked to improve the library’s presence
on social media platforms, which have
significant effects on the BiblioPera
members’ visibility. It is our hope that
the network will also solidify and streng-

ANAMED FELLOWS

then inter-institutional relationships
within Istanbul.
The ANAMED Library's primary
aim is to provide its researchers with
necessary resources. More than that,
under the auspices of Koç University’s
corporate capacity and its partnership
with Vehbi Koç Foundation, the library
develops new projects through the creative curation of archival materials. This
new idea was submitted for consideration to Istanbul Development Agency’s
financial support program, to which the
library was previously deemed worthy
with the BiblioPera project. If this project
receives support, a creative curation will
be carried out with the participation of
large segments of society and a spatialization/mapping project will be carried
out at ANAMED, as the natural center of
this work.

The library also participated in
events organized for Library Week and
International Library Staff Week, 26–30
March. Participants from various establishments visited BiblioPera libraries
with the well-known guide Saadet Özen.
The next day, presentations in the field
of library science took place in the
conference room with participation of
librarians from all over the world. Every
year relationships between institutions
within this discipline are strengthened
and international connections are
established.
With the hope that a productive
spring may flourish new research ideas…

Berkay Küçükbaşlar
ANAMED Head Librarian
bkucukbaslar@ku.edu.tr

NE WS

ANAMED has made
a new fellowship
cooperation
ANAMED and the Koç University
Maritime Archaeology Research
Center (KUDAR), newly established
in honor of the late Mustafa V. Koç,
has announced a new joint fellowship to support one post-doctoral
scholar specializing in Maritime
Archaeology or a related topic for
the 2018–2019 academic year
(17 September to 15 June).

12th ANAMED Annual Symposium

Spatial Webs: Mapping Anatolian Pasts
for Research and the Public
ANAMED Auditorium / 29–30 November 2017
The intent of ANAMED’s 2017 Annual Symposium was to bring together researchers engaged in creating and using spatialized data resources for research as well
as web-based data presentation and sharing. The symposium aimed not only to
showcase projects that incorporate Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and other
analytical tools in spatially-significant research into the past, but also to focus on
projects that have engaged or will engage in spatializing collections of data as
interactive web-mapping applications for researchers and the public, alike.
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EXHIBITION

On the re-adaptation of “SCENT AND THE CITY”
Interview with ANAMED Gallery Curator Şeyda Çetin

ANAMED’s 2016 exhibition “Scent and
the City” was a project that employed an
innovative way to engage visitors with
the sensory landscape of a city. It focused
on history and heritage with a particular
concentration on smell. Being one of the
most acclaimed exhibitions of ANAMED,
it opened in Ankara with the collaboration of Koç University’s Vehbi Koç Ankara
Studies Research Center (VEKAM) and the
Erimtan Archaeology and Art Museum.
Curated by Lauren Nicole Davis and
designed by PATTU, the exhibition encompassed smells of Anatolian civilizations
and cultures, starting from 3,500 years
ago until the present day. It was re-adapted for Ankara to be exhibited between 6
January–31 March 2018 at the Erimtan
Archaeology and Art Museum. On the
occasion of this event, ANAMED Gallery
Curator Şeyda Çetin, who coordinated the
“Scent and the City” exhibition, recalls
the story of the original exhibition at
ANAMED.
Please tell us more about the context of
the exhibition.
ŞÇ: The project was developed to experience the scents in an interactive and social
setting. Lauren selected the scents from
literature, traditions, and economy that
were prominent in Anatolia from the time
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of the Hittites to today as well as those of
significance in Istanbul since the Byzantine
era. More than 50 scents were collected,
including historically significant scents such
as saffron, frankincense, and agarwood, and
modern-day scents such as cologne, linden
trees, and burning coal. Local and exotic
scents could be experienced with a simple,
creative and interactive method that can be
re-adapted in every city, region, and country.

visitors shared their excitement, melancholy, happiness, and disappointment. Many
also realized that an olfactory approach to
explore the city and its traditions provided
new ways to understand and experience
urban history and intangible heritage.

What were the thoughts and challenges
related to audience engagement and
awareness-raising about the scents of a
city as heritage?

ŞÇ: The main obstacle was to exhibit something invisible and explain its cultural heritage value without being didactic. Together
with Koç University Faculty advisor Lucienne
Thys-Şenocak and curator Lauren Nicole
Davis, we decided to start the exhibition
narrative with nostalgia; different smells
can take us back to particular places. We
asked how visitors might be able to smell
individual scents in an interactive way that
would trigger memories.
Throughout the planning process, we
held meetings with perfumers, odor experts,
historians, and collectors and came to a
conclusion on how to display the smells in
the gallery. We went back to the origins, as
the word “perfume” derives from the Latin
per fumare, meaning, “to smoke through.”
Together with the designers we decided that
the best way to exhibit the scents would be
in their original Latin form, “smoke.”
Local producers were also involved.
For instance, the sample scents of Turkish
coffee and cologne were provided by some
of those traditionally-producing companies
that have been in operation since the
Ottoman era. The majority of the scents,
such as the smell of the spice bazaar, Bosphorus, and burning coal were produced in
the laboratory of a major fragrance company
M.G. Gülçiçek. We consulted with perfumer
and fragrance expert Vedat Ozan. The scents
were tested many times. For the Ottoman
period and early Republican era scents,
Aybala Yentürk and Vedat Ozan shared their
knowledge as well as their collection. This
exhibition can be considered as an outcome
of a collaboration between academia, independent researchers, and the private sector.

ŞÇ: The ANAMED Gallery is one of the few
exhibition spaces in Istanbul, and in Turkey
in general, to organize thematic exhibitions
focusing on projects that are dedicated to
the history, art, architecture, and archaeology of civilizations in Anatolia. In 2016,
ANAMED organized a two-part exhibition series focusing on sensory studies,
emphasizing the need to collect, document,
preserve, and promote the assets of intangible heritage.
“Scent and the City” was developed
and designed in an innovative way. It invited
visitors to awaken their sense—and their
memories—of smell and to discover the
past and present smellscapes of Istanbul
and Anatolia. Through its striking design, it
drew the attention of different generations
of society. It reminded visitors that it is possible to write different histories based on
smell, accumulate different memories, and
experience different forms of the city while
revealing how ubiquitous scents are taken
for granted. They are actually at the centers
of our life.
What made it special was that the
objects were not the materials to be exhibited, but rather the smells instead—whether
they were pleasant or not. With its historical
context, the exhibition was the first to exclusively focus on the sense of smell and the
recreation of scents from Istanbul as well as
Turkey’s rich olfactory past.
What was the initial response from participants and how did it change over time?
ŞÇ: Participants left the exhibition with the
memories of their personal history. They
left notes in the guest-books about their
experiences, explaining that particular
smells reminded them of friendships, family
members, love affairs, and simple, long lost
objects. After smelling the scents on display,

Were there any obstacles while preparing
the exhibition and how did you overcome
them?

The exhibition became the most visited
one then, doubling the number of visitors
of the ANAMED Gallery. What played
the most important role to gain its
appreciation?
ŞÇ: From my standpoint, the combination of
the originality and simplicity of the exhibition narrative, as well as the playful design

EXH IB ITION

“Scent and the
City” exhibition at
ANAMED, 14 April–8
June 2016.

“Scent and the
City” exhibition
at Erimtan
Archaeology and Art
Museum in Ankara,
6 January–31 March
2018.

and the inventive display technique, paved
the way for the exhibition to be remarkable
and outstanding. The exhibition’s designers,
Cem Kozar and Işıl Ünal of PATTU, created
a system that allowed visitors to smell
individual scents without creating a cloud
of perfume in the gallery. The scents came
out of a small tube in the form of “smoke”
after pressing a button. Displaying something invisible and familiar to everyone in
a simple way played a key role to engage a
wider audience.
There were also features that encouraged visitors to play, experiment, and
explore the scents themselves. A good
example of that was the section we called
“The Scent Bar,” where each visitor could
select, smell, and guess the scents and
share their memories with each other. This
section became the most visited part of
he exhibition.
How is it adapted to Ankara? Are there
any features that were implemented
differently?
ŞÇ: This project is adaptable to every city.
In the Ankara edition, together with the
Erimtan Archaeology and Art Museum, the
VEKAM team did a great job. They added

new objects on display by including perfume
and cologne bottles from local collectors.
The magnet map of Istanbul was replaced
with a large map of modern day Ankara
featuring magnets with 60 different smells
written on them. Visitors were encouraged
to place the scent magnets on the locations
with which they associate that smell the
most. Also, they were asked to write scents
not already mentioned on blank magnets to
add to the map and improve the existing
list of smells. It is a playful way of crowdsourcing today’s smells of Ankara.
While some historical scents continue
to perfume our contemporary world, many
scents of the past are disappearing and will
soon become examples of lost intangible
heritage. This project can be extended
by conducting surveys with locals and
collecting historic and modern scents of
that city. To create an archive, scents can
be drafted from literary sources, historical
records, research on rituals and traditions,
and memoir books. There is as a need to
collect the scents and their history within
an exhibition or an online platform that can
serve as an archive of smells of a particular
city, region, or country before some of the
scents and their culturally significant stories
are truly lost.

“Scent and
the City” at
the Erimtan
Archaeology
& Arts Museum
6 January–31 March 2018
Curator: Lauren Nicole Davis

ANAMED’s 2016 exhibition “Scent and
the City” opened in Ankara with the
collaboration of Koç University’s Vehbi
Koç Ankara Studies Research Center
(VEKAM) and the Erimtan Archaeology and Art Museum. The “Scent and
the City” exhibition invited visitors
to use their noses to discover the
worlds of the civilizations that once
lived in Anatolia. More than 50 scents
were exhibited until 31 March at the
Erimtan Archaeology and Art Museum,
including historically significant
scents such as saffron, frankincense,
and agarwood, as well as modern-day
scents such as cologne, linden trees,
and burning coal.
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PUB L I C AT I O N S
OTTOMAN ARCADIA

Picturing a Lost Empire

The English volume of the exhibition,
“OTTOMAN ARCADIA: The Hamidian
Expedition to the Land of Tribal Roots
(1886),” edited by Bahattin Öztuncay
(co-curator) and Özge Ertem, is available
on shelves. In conjunction with the exhibition, the book examines the locations
where the Ottoman Empire was founded,
and the meanings attributed to these in
the past and in the nineteenth century. It
includes articles by expert researchers and
academicians, Selim Deringil, T.G. Otte,
Sinan Kuneralp, Ahmet Ersoy (co-curator),
Deniz Türker (co-curator), Beatrice St.
Laurent, Reşat Kasaba, and Berin Gölönü.
A Turkish language version of the publication translated by Umur Çelikyay will be
available for sale in the upcoming months.

As an extension of the exhibition “Picturing
a Lost Empire: An Italian Lens on Byzantine
Art in Anatolia, 1960-2000” which will
open in the Arched Gallery of ANAMED on 1
June, a bilingual (English and Turkish) book
bearing the same title will also be published.
The editors of the book are Livia Bevilacqua
and Giovanni Gasbarri, who are also the curators of the exhibition. The translation was
undertaken by Yiğit Adam. Besides Bevilacqua’s and Gasbarri’s contribution, the book
features articles by prominent Byzantine art
historians Engin Akyürek, Claudia Barsanti,
Alessandra Guiglia, Antonio Iacobini, Andrea
Paribeni, Lorenzo Riccardi, and Enrico Zanini.
It focuses on travels in Istanbul and Anatolia
undertaken by Italian historians of Byzantine
art during 1960–2000.

LECTURE
Celebration of Koç
University’s 25th Year!
20 March 2018

Co-organized by Koç University and
VEKAM, ANAMED hosted Neil Brodie’s
lecture on 20 March, in celebration
of Koç University’s 25 years of service.
Brodie’s lecture “Heritage on the Move:
The Trafficking of Iraqi and Syrian Cultural
Objects” presented a historical overview
of the looting and trafficking of Iraqi and
Syrian cultural objects from the time of
the 1991 Gulf War to present day. While
describing how the organization and operation of trafficking have changed through
time, he also focused on how demand had
been created in some European and North
American “markets.”
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CONFERENCE
Anatolian Landscapes,
Inhabiting Western
Anatolia in Antiquity

PANEL
Greek Music and its
Identity: 19th Century
to Present

5–6 April 2018

12 April 2018

Each year, ANAMED collaborates
with different institutions for various
events. The conference “Anatolian
Landscapes, Inhabiting Western
Anatolia in Antiquity” was one of
them. Apart from ANAMED’s own
contribution, the event was made
possible thanks to the co-sponsorship
with IFEA, DAI, SRII, and CNRS.

Speakers: Merih Erol, Ersu Pekin,
Stelyo Berber, and Martin Greve

A panel moderated by Altuğ Yılmaz
oversaw the discussion of the musical
traditions from different nations from
the Ottoman Empire to present-day
and how such phenomena affected
social changes, demographic alterations and ethnomusicologic discourses. The panel was followed by a small
concert of Greek Orthodox folk and
religious music.
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